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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 New Delhi dt.1.7.69
10 Asadha 1890 SE

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Re:  Signalling for high speed trains provision of sighting board and additional 
        approach signal.

The Railways were advised,vide Board’s letter of even number dt.8.10.68 that - 

i) on all broad gauge sections where the maximum permissible speed of pasenger trains is 100 kms.
per hour and of goods trains 72 Kms. per hour,a sighting board should be fixed at a distance of 1400 metres
from first stop signal for goods trains.  One more sighting board should be provided at a distance of 1000
metres in rear of the first stop signal for passenger trains except where the distance between the distant
andhome signals in multiple aspect territory and between home and warner signals at ‘A’ Class and ‘C’
Class stations in 2-aspect territory is already 1 Km. or 960 metres.

ii) in case of all future MAUQ or MACL installations on the broad gauge,the distant signal should be
located at a distance of 1 Km.in the rear of the home signal and in the case of existing signals 10 to 20
stations should be programmed annually for shifting  the distant signal to 1 Km. in rear of the home signal.

2. After taking into account the results of braking distance trails conducted by the RDSO and the
existing speed of passenger and goods trains as well as the higher speed of passenger and goods trains in
the foreseable future the Board have approved that on the Howrah-Delhi section(via Eastern  Railway
Grand Chord) and on any other B.G.section to be specifically nominated hereafter for the running of goods
trains at speeds ofo 72 Kms. per hour or above,and of pasenger trains at speeds of (160) Kms. per hour for
owhich the emergency/braking distance is not expected to exceed 1.5 Kms. the following arrangements
should be made :-

(a) In the case of multiple aspect colour light or oupper quadrant territory,the distant signal should be
retained at its present distance of 670 metres,960 metres or 1000 metres,as the case may be,and a second,
permissive signal to be called the ‘approach signal’provided at a distance of 2 Kms. from the existing home
signal.  Sighting Boards should,at the same time,be dispensed with.

(b) In the case of 2-aspect lower quadrant signalling territory where replacement of conventional
signal link by multiple aspect signalling has been planned for,2 permissive signals should be provided the
approach signal being 2.0 Kms.from the home signal,sighting boards being dispensed with.

(c) In the case of remaining conventional 2-aspectsignalling territory-

i) ‘B’ Class stations should be converted into ‘A’ Class stations,where feasible,and the warner
located at a point 1.5 Km. from the first stop signal,the sighting boards being dispensed with.

ii) Where action, as proposed above,is not possible,owing to line capacity considerations
etc.conventional signalling should be replaced by modified lower quadrant signalling with the distant
located at 1.5 Km.from the home,provided this is found cheaper than the separation of warner vide item(iii)
below,and also provided a sufficiently long continuous section is available for the change-over of the
system of signalling.



iii) where action as per item (I) and change-over to M.L.Q.are both not feasible,in please of the
combined warner,a separate electrically lit and motor operated warner should be provided at a distance of
1.5 Kms.from the Outer,wherefeasible and the sighting boards dispensed with.

iv) In other areas,the existing signalling should continue and the sighting boards should be retained.

3. The Board have further decided that to start with the high speed colour light signalling
arrangments as indicated in para 2(a) above,should be planned on the following sections for running of
goods trains at 72 Kms.per hour  :-

Sl.No. Section Year of works Cost in Lakhs of Rs.
Programme.

1. Howrah - Delhi(via Grand chord) 70 - 71 176.25

2. Rourkela - Beilai 70 - 71    36.75

3. Bombay Central - Sabarmati 70 - 71     53.25

4. Howrah - Rourkela 71 - 72      45.00

5. Bhuswal - Igatpuri 71 - 72       26.25

6. Bhilai - Ajni 72 - 73        27.75

7. Madras - Vijayawada 72 - 73        42.75
      408.00

The above sections have been decided on the consideration that only electric locomotives can haul
the present load of goods trains at 72 Kms. per hour.

4. The Board desire that immediate action should be taken to include the works for provision of these
arrangements on sections Delhi-Howrah via Grand Chord, Rourkela-Bhilai and Bombay Central-Sabarmati
in the Works Programme for 1970-71 and subsequently on other sections in the years of Programme
indicated above against each section.

5. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.
* Modified vide Board’s SD/-(S.M.Gowrishankar)
letter No.4/880/Pt.II Director,Sig. & Telecom.,
dt.14.5.71. Railway Board.

Copy for information:-

1. The Principal,Indian School of Signal Engineering and Telecommunication,Secunderabad.
2. The Principal,Railway Staff College,Baroda.
3. The Director General,R.D.SO.,Lucknow.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA(BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS(RAIL MANTRALAYA)

(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 86/W3/SG/H/1,  New Delhi, dated: 3.2..1988.

The General Managers(S&T)
All Indian Railways.

Sub:  Modifications to Signalling arrangements in connection with
         provision of High Speed Turnouts permitting speeds upto 50Kmph
         on the Turnouts.

Signalling arrangements have been finalised in connection with provision of high speed turnouts
permitting speeds on turnouts upto 50 Kmph.  Sketches showing the necessary arrangements are enclosed
herewith for two situations :

(i)  Where one distant signal is provided;
(ii)   Where two distant signals are provided.

2. Board desire that this signalling scheme be adopted for sections identified for installation of high
speed turnouts in continuous stretches.

Receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

Sd/-
( K.N.Jain)
Exec.Director(S&T)(R)
Railway Board.

Enclo: Sketches as ref’d to.

No:86/W3/SG/H/1 New Delhi, dtd: 3.2.1988.

Copy for information and necessary action to:-
1. GMs(S&T)/Con., All Indian Railways;
2. GM, Railway Electrification, Allahabad;
3. GM,Metro Railway,Calcutta.
4. DG(Sig.)/RDSO,Lucknow.
Enclo; As above.

SD/-
( K.N.Jain)
Exec.Director(S&T)(R)
Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINSITRY OF RAILWAYS
       RAILWAY BOARD

No.95/CEDO/SR/34.  New Delhi, dt.20.12.96.

To
The General Manager,
South Eastern Railway,
Calcutta.

Sub: Operation of Single or double headed WDI-I Loco upto a 
maximum of 100 Kmph. on Howrah-Duvvada and 
Vizianagaram-Raipur sections of South Eastern Railway.

With reference to your application No.G/LOCO/WDI-1, dt.21.8.96 sent through the Chief
Commissioner of Railway Safety, Lucknow,the sanction of Ministry of Railways is hereby communicated
for running of train with WDP 1 Locomotive single or double headed 2300 HP having BO-BO 2
Suspension bogies upto a maximum permissible speed as shown in Joint Safety Certificate No.15/96.

The sanction is subject to observance of all permanent/temporary speed restrictions inforce and
those imposed from time to time due to tracks, Bridges, causes, signalling and interlocking etc.shall be
osbserved.  It is further subject to observance of all condition/stipulations made in RDSO’s speed
certificate No.SD.WDP.II dated 18.10.95 and 1.3.96(Main line standards)and all other certificates
accompanying your application referred to above.

Sd/-
( V.K.Agarwal)

Exec.Dir.Civil Engg.(G)
     Railway Board.

No: 95/CEDO/SR/34. New Delhi, dt.20.12.96.  
Copy forwarded for information to :-
1. The Chief commissioner of Railway Safety,Ashok Marg,Lucknow-

226001,with reference to his Endorsement No.Q.12013/1/93-RS,dated: 4.11.96.
2. The Commissioner of Railway Safety,South Eastern Circle,14,Strand Road,12th Floor,Calcutta-
700 001,with reference to his letter NO.Q.12013/1/96-SE/1294,dt.2.9.96.
3. The Director Standards, R.D.S.O., Lucknow-226001.

Sd/-
(V.K.Agarwal )

for Secretary Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
  (RAILWAY BOARD)

No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4 New Delhi, dt.1.7.69
10 Asadha 1890 SE.

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Re: Signalling for high speed trains provision of sighting board and additional
approach signal.

The Railways were advised, vide board’s letter even number dt.8.10.68 that –

i) On all broad gauge sections where the maximum permissible speed of passenger
trains is 100 Kms. per hour and of goods trains 72 Kms. per hour, a sighting board
should be fixed at a distance of 1400 metres from first stop signal of goods trains.
One more sighting board should be provided at a distance of 1000 metres in rear
of the first stop signal for passenger trains except where the distance between the
distant and home signals in multiple aspect territory and between home and
warner signals at ‘A’ class and ‘C’ Class stations in 2-aspect territory is already 1
Km. Or 960 metres.

ii) In case of all future MAUQ or MACL installations on the broad gauge, the distant
signal should be located at a distance of 1 Km. The rear of the home signal and in
the case of existing signals 10 to 20 stations should be programmed annualy for
shifting the distant signal to 1 Km. In rear of the home signal.

2. After taking into account the results of braking distance trails conducted by the
RDSO and the existing speed of passenger and goods trains as well as the higher speed of
passenger and goods trains in the foreseable future the Board have approved that on the
Howrah-Delhi section(via Eastern Railway Grand Chord) and on any other B.G. section
to be spcifically nominated here after for the running of goods trains at speeds of o72
Kms. per hour or above and of passenger trains at speeds of (1600 Kms.per hour for
which the emergency/braking distance is not expected to exceed 1.5 Kms.the following
arrangements should be made:-

(a) In the case of multiple aspect colour light or upper quadrant territory, the distant
signal should be retained at its present distance of 670 metres, 960 metres or 1000
metres, as othe case may be, and a second, permissive signal to be called the
‘approach signal’ provided at a distance of 2 Kms. from the existing home signal.
Sighting boards should, at the same time, be dispensed with.

(b) In the case of 2- aspect lower quadrant signalling territory where replacement of
conventional signal link by multiple aspect signalling has been planned for, 2



permissive signals should be provided the approach signal being 2.0 Kms. from
the home signal, sighting boards being dispensed with.

(c) In the case remaining conventional 2-aspect signalling territory –

i) ‘B’ Class stations should be converted into ‘A’ class stations, where feasible, and
the warner located at a point 1.5 Km from the first stop signal, the sighting boards
being dispensed with.

ii) Where action, as proposed above, is not possible, owing to line capacity
considerations etc. conventional signalling should be replaced by modified lower
quadrant signalling with the distant located at 1.5 Km. From the home, provided
this is found cheaper than the separation of warner vide item (iii0 below, and also
provided a sufficiently long continuous section is available for the change-over of
othe system of signalling.

iii) Where action as per item(I) and change-over to MLQ are both not feasible, in
please of the combined warner, a separate electrically it and motor operated
warner should be provided at a distance of 1.5 Kms. from the Outer, where
feasible and the sighting boards dispensed with.

iv) In other areas, theexisting signalling should continue and the sighting boards
should be retained.

3. The Board have further decided that to start with the high speed colour light
signalling arrangements as indicated in para 2(a) above, should be planned on the
following sections for running of goods trains at 72 Kms. per hour.

Sl.No. Section Year of works Cost in Lakhs of Rs.
Programme.

1. Howrah-delhi(via Grand chord)      70 - 71 176.25
2. Rourkela – bhilai      70 -  71  36.75
3. Bombay Central-Sabarmati      70  - 71  53.25
4. Howrah – Rourkela      71  - 72  45.00
5. Bhuswal – Igatpuri      71  -  72  26.25
6. Bhilai – Ajni      72  - 73  27.75
7. Madras – Vijayawad      72  -  73  42.75

408.00

The above sections have been decided on the consideration that only electric
locomotives can haul the present load of goods trains at 72 Kms. per hour.

4. The Board desire that immediate action should be taken to include the works for
provision of these arangements on sections Delhi-Howrah via Grand Chord, Rourkela-
bhilai and Bombay Central-Sabarmati in the Works Programme for 1970 – 71 and



subsequently on other sections in the year of Programme indicated above against each
section.

1. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

*Modified vide board’s
Letter No.4/880/Pt.II
Dt.14.5.71.

Sd/-
( S.M.Gowrishankar)
Director,Sig.& Telecom,
Railway Board.

Copy for information :-

1. The Principal, Indian School of Signal Engineering and
Telecommunication,Secunderabad.

2. The Principal, Railway Staff college,Baroda.
3. The Director General, R.D.S.O.,Lucknow.
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